Threat Awareness
military intelligence threat awareness and reporting program - contents—continued other
considerations † 5–2, page 16 chapter 6 assessment of the threat awareness and reporting program, page 17
purpose † 6–1, page 17 counterintelligence unit responsibility † 6–2, page 17 reporting from commands
without u.s. army intelligence and security command counterintelligence units † 6–3, integrating
counterintelligence and threat awareness into ... - integrating ci and threat awareness into studentyour
security program, v2 course introduction guide page 2 course information purpose provide a thorough
understanding of how counterintelligence and threat awareness is an essential component of a security
program terrorism threat awareness - securitas - terrorism threat awareness acts of terrorism can come
from domestic sources, sometimes referred to as “homegrown” terrorism. homegrown terrorism is when a
person, or group, in the united states receives support solely from individuals and organizations, also in the
united states, and commits attacks within the united states. opsec and countering the threat - opsec
awareness series opsec and countering the threat . what is “threat”? • adversary with intent and capability to
act against friendly interests. – other countries – economic competitors – criminals – terrorists . what is the
threat? the chinese word for “china” threat awareness and defensive security briefing - threat
awareness and . defensive security briefing . introduction . the following information is taken from the national
counterintelligence center report "annual report to congress on foreign economic collection and industrial
espionage". the foreign intelligence threat insider threat awareness - securitas - insider threat awareness
in light of the increased risk of terrorism and severe criminal activities, securitas is training its employees
about insider threat awareness with a theme of, "see something, say something”™. this is an essential
component of a comprehensive security program. insider threat awareness - allqsecure - insider threat
awareness the following training is established for all cleared employees in order to meet our dod manual
5220-22m, national industrial security program training requirements. what is an insider threat? an insider
threat is: any person with authorized access to any us
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